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Maggie Lemere: This is Maggie Lemere. I'm here with Binalakshmi Nepram and today's
date is Monday, September 28th, 2020. And we are so deeply honored,
and I am personally so excited, to finally meet Bina, whose work I've
actually known about, and been very intrigued by, for many years. Just
really grateful that you've decided to take the time to share your story,
and your perspective, and your peacebuilding work with the Georgetown
Institute for women, peace, and security, and certainly all of the students,
and scholars, and researchers, and the journalist, and future generations
of peacebuilders, and the current ones, who will be very interested in
what you have to say.

So, Bina, thank you so much again for making the time. We'll just start
by having you tell me a little bit about yourself. Usually, with these
kinds of interviews, we actually love to go all the way back to the
beginning. Where you were born, where you come from. The story of
your family.

Binalakshmi Nepram: Thank you, Maggie. It's an honor to be able to be interviewed under this
program of yours on women peacebuilders. My name is Bina, and I was,
I was born in the state of Manipur in the Northeast of India. A place,
which was like Bhutan, an independent Asiatic nation-state with a
3000-year-old recorded history, with our own script, our own language,
and we were merged with India under duress in the year 1949. So, I
come from the indigenous community there. [00:02:00] I wanted to be a
physicist in my life. But then the conflict that I grew up in was so
violent, the war so persistent, and it went on and on, that I later became a
peacebuilder and here I am.

Maggie Lemere: Yeah, I was telling you before we started recording that I've traveled to
India and I've lived in India. But the eastern part of India is definitely--I
mean, India, every part is so different--but not as many people, maybe,
from the United States, and, maybe, from within India, get to go there.
Can you describe what the place you come from, what Manipur looks
like? What the energy of the place is like?

Binalakshmi Nepram: Right, absolutely. First of all, what I'm going to share today will
demystify your notion of India. I'll explain through my story. Manipur,
which literally means land of jewels, Mani, land of jewels. It is Manipur
and north, and eight, and seven other states Sikkim, Tripura, Mizoram,
Manipur, Nagaland, Assam, Meghalaya. Eight states form what is
known as the Northeast of India, and this is a part of India which shares
borders with five nations, we have China on the northern border with
Bhutan, we have Nepal. And then we have Burma, Myanmar, on our
Western frontier. And then we have Bangladesh down below. So we
share 98% of our territory with five countries [00:04:00] and we share
only 21 kilometers with India called the Chicken Neck Corridor between
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Nepal and Bangladesh. So this is a very geostrategic area, which is home
to 45 million people belonging to over 272 indigenous groups, speaking
more than 400 dialects and languages. So this is what is called the
Northeast of India.

But the most interesting thing about this part of India is the history of 45
million people in this part of India is not in the textbooks of our country.
This is one of the reasons why the rest of India and the world does not
know about the Northeast of India because the news from this part of
India, the history of this part of India has been blocked off by the world's
largest democracy—India—from the rest of the world. And let me
explain why. India locked this region off from the rest of the world. For
example, if you come to India with an Indian visa. You are not allowed
in all of these territories. So, and then this is a part of India, which has a
martial law imposed since 1958. Can you imagine? So, all of the world
knows about Kashmir, but it was as early as 1958 that the Government
of India imposed martial law on the indigenous people of the northeast
of India; it was supposed to be there for only three to six months. But,
year after year since 1958 India has imposed martial law on the
indigenous people of this land. As a result, are human rights violations,
more than 50,000 people have been killed in Manipur alone, 20,000
women have been widowed because their husbands have been shot dead.
And it has become one of Southeast Asia’s [00:06:00] longest-running
conflict zones and the news from this region is hidden away from the
rest of the world. India doesn't allow humanitarian aid agencies to come
here. We are very close to the Rohingyas. We are very close to where
some of the global crises are happening, humanitarian crises, but then
we have more than 400,000 people displaced internally due to this
conflict. But, then India doesn't allow humanitarian aid agencies. India
does not allow foreign journalists to come to our part of India.  

And as a result, Maggie, this part of India is unknown to the rest of the
world. So, this is the part of India that I come from.

Maggie Lemere: Yeah, I remember when I was planning to work with a social
entrepreneur in Assam, and I was researching how do I travel to Assam
it was sort of shocking to realize that there were so many travel
restrictions in place and it definitely made me curious and so hearing
about the level of restriction and how long that's been in place, you
know, even as someone like myself I was saying before that I've actually
been in Bangladesh and India and Thailand, but that this history was
pretty unknown to me until quite recently, until I tried to travel there. So
what was that like as a child growing up in Manipur? What did you hear
about the conflict? Or how did your family talk about it? What did you
think about it? Then, kind of, being immersed in it, but that was sort of
the world that you saw, I suppose, at that time.
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Binalakshmi Nepram: Absolutely. When a child grows up in a conflict or a war zone. The child
doesn't know that he, she, or they are growing up in an abnormal
situation. This is exactly how I grew up. I grew up in a war zone.
[00:08:00] The day I was born there was a military curfew in Manipur
and even as I grew older, in fact, the conflict did not stop, it got worse
and till my high school. And I thought, all the bomb blasts, the military
combing operations, seeing the military vehicles in our marketplaces,
seeing the military in the rice fields, seeing the military in our school
compound, seeing the military in the hills. I thought those were normal
ways of growing up. Till I came to New Delhi for my higher studies and
when I started telling the story of Manipur and shared it with my friends
from other parts of India. They thought I was telling a story from a film.
This is how much India was ignorant about what was happening in
Manipur and northeast of India. And this was the moment but also I
realized that I grew up in a war zone. If three to four Manipurese are
shot every day, when there is one military for every 20 Manipuris. We
have more than 300,000 troops of the Indian Armed Forces operating on
our soil. And what, what do you call it? Is that a normal situation? So,
this is how I grew up in Manipur and Northeast of India.  What does it
mean? It means when you grow up in a war zone. Many times, I hear
gunshots, people have been shot dead, a lot. Many times, the Indian
military has come to our community and has rounded up all the young
people, the young men within the age of 19 to 40 who’re taken
blindfolded. And many of [00:10:00] them have not even returned home.
Because of the martial law, the Indian military can arrest anyone without
a warrant, can rape anyone, can torture anyone, can kill anyone on mear
charges of suspicion. Suspicion! And we, the indigenous people, could
not even go to the courts of law. So, this is how we grew up. In a day to
day life, we get up in the morning around six but by three o'clock we
have to be back home. Because, after three, when the sun sets. There's so
much fear in Manipur that only the military, dogs and insurgents move
in the night. So, I never knew as a child, what is nightlife. I never knew
what it means to enjoy a theater in the evening. I never knew as a
growing up child that you could enjoy an evening out. So, for me, I
realized what true freedom is when I was able to take a subway in New
York City at 10 o'clock at night. Without fear of being pointed a gun at
you, without the fear of being sexually assaulted, without the fear of
being arrested. So, this is a state in which, not just me, but every one of
us indigenous people who live in Manipur and eight northeast states,
including Assam, there is this defect to martial law in which anything
could happen to us anytime and we cannot even get justice. So, this is a
state of fear, of conflict that many of us in the Northeast grew up with.

Maggie Lemere: Yeah. To be honest, I've been working a little bit in Palestine in the West
Bank. That was maybe my first time being in a place that was deeply
occupied and sort of what you're describing reminds me of some of
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those same [00:12:00] dynamics. Where there's just automatic suspicion
and what I know some people even in the United States experience but
on another level. So, when you were growing up in this context, and
obviously, there were a lot of limitations, but maybe you weren't even
aware of, like, what were your dreams as a child? What did you want to
do when you grew up? Or what were you like as a little kid, before
becoming the global peacebuilder? And, what did you think about what
your life would be kind of growing up in that situation?

Binalakshmi Nepram: Absolutely. The tragedy of life is that the most beautiful parts of the
world are the areas that are the most conflicted. Ask yourself the
question, “why, the most beautiful parts? Manipur is an incredibly
beautiful, stunning piece of land. It has lush green valleys surrounded by
nine mountain ranges that are part of the Manipurian area. And so I grew
up in a place which is filled with beauty, natural beauty, and then came
the war, the conflict, India, taking us over and completely militarizing.
So, I literally grew up in an area just literally colonized by India. But
then I saw the military coming into a house. I saw them operating, there
was a time when I couldn't go to school because there was a bombing
attack and then everyone in the village, in the community that I was in,
couldn't move out of our locality for two weeks. So, when the world
experiences the COVID-19 lockdown. For many of us in northeast India,
we have experienced multiple lockdowns in our life. There was a time
for 100 days we couldn't move out of our homes because of this
combing [00:14:00] operation and these massive strikes, for which we
couldn't go out. But within this violence and this conflict for the
younger, like me, I belong to a family of seven brothers and sisters. I
was child number six of my parents. As I mentioned, for a young child
growing up in conflict, we haven't seen life which is a non-conflict zone.
So, for us, we thought it was normal for the military to come to our
house, search our bed or kitchen, and put a mark on the door, our
wooden door. As a sign that our house has been checked, till another
military patrol comes in. And again, does the same checking. We know
so much about midnight knocks, but I always thought as a young child
growing up, I all thought, I never thought this was abnormal. So, I grew
up like that. For me, I was a curious child. So, I asked questions. But we
were always told, “don't ask questions.” But what I did was I started
writing poetry at a very young age. So, I observed society, and I wrote a
lot of poems as a child growing up. I started writing poetry in the sixth
grade. A lot of those poems were nature poems at a time. But as I grew
up most of my poems became political. But then in high school, I was
very much, Manipur is a community, which is very scientific oriented.
People think if you're not doing science, if you're doing arts, you're not
doing anything. So, my parents, my mother is a zoologist by training and
my father is a botanist by training. So I grew up in a family or we had
two sisters be medical doctors and I grew up with a lot of people around
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doing that. So I actually wanted to be a physicist, so I was doing grade,
eighth and ninth. I was [00:16:00] absolutely clear that I wanted to be a
scientist, a physicist, so I was reading up a lot of physics texts and doing
experiments. I was enjoying, even during this conflict, trying to find
spaces of building knowledge blocks of science so that I could be a
physicist. And then, I took my exams. I was a good student. And then,
my father brought me to Delhi, to a place called Shillong in Meghalaya
which is 18 hours by bus from Manipur. So I came to Shillong to do my
pre-university science. Shillong is like a quaint, beautiful hill town,
which is known for its education. So I did my pre-university science
there.

And later came to New Delhi. And New Delhi became the turning point
of my life. Where As I shared with you earlier. When I started sharing
what I experienced in Manipur, my friends from Delhi or Bengal or from
Mumbai couldn't fathom what I was talking about. So they said, "Bina,
are you talking from a film?" I said "No", it's happening where I grew
up. That was when it hit me, that I grew up in an abnormal situation, and
had the conflict subsided, maybe I wouldn't have turned into the
peacebuilder that I am. Rather, what happened is, the conflict worsened
in Manipur and in the Northeast that there were more than 50,000 people
killed.  More than there are 1500 plus pending extrajudicial execution
cases in the Supreme Court of India, [not] only in the state of Manipur
alone. So many people had disappeared families, lost loved ones. Many
were killed many disappeared, and there was a huge amount of sexual
violence in the conflict situation happening in Manipur, so I remember
my turning point was in 2004 when a [00:18:00] 31-year-old woman
who was a weaver, Thangjam Manorama, was picked up by Indian
paramilitary at 12 O'clock in the night and her dead body was found at
five in the morning with several gunshots in her private parts to destroy
evidence of rape by the Indian military. That episode shook Manipur and
India up. Rape happens in India every 22 minutes. It's not that rape is a
rarity in India, there are 100,000 pending rape cases in India. Every 22
minutes there is a sexual assault on a child, on the girl child, it’s
constantly happening. But what was significant about the rape and
extrajudicial execution of Thangjam Manorama was the manner in
which they handcuffed and took her, the Indian paramilitary, and then in
the custody, she was found killed after being raped and the fact that the
Indian Military shot several times, several times in her vagina, to destroy
evidence of rape, shook the women of Manipur up and our extraordinary
women's movement called the Meira Paibi, which means “Women Torch
Bearers” there went to the paramilitary headquarters and stripped
themselves, challenging the Indian paramilitary to come and rape them.

And saying "we are all Thangjam Manorama's mother, come and rape us
Indian Army" was the banner that they unfolded. So this episode shook
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all of us. It was for many of us a turning point that if we have to bring
peace and let the Indian Military stop raping our women and assaulting
our young people, [00:20:00] some of us have to step in. So that's when I
conducted research and analysis in New Delhi Jawaharlal Nehru
University. I finished my master's in history from Delhi University and
then joined one of the most liberal arts universities in India called
Jawaharlal Nehru University where I incubated the idea of how to write
about the conflict in Manipur in India's northeast. And that's how I was
able to in a scholarly manner, I was able to really for two years map out
why there is conflict happening. Who's pumping this region with so
many guns? Who are the factors contributing to this conflict and why a
conflict resolution has not been done, and most importantly, why are
women absent in all these political decision making positions? There are
17 peace talks in India's Northeast and not a single woman is a part of
this peace talk. So all of these questions came together.
As I grew up, as I moved away from Manipur and converted my
questions of growing up in a conflict abnormal situation into questions
of scholarship, which is now published in a book called South Asia's
Fractured Frontier that looks at armed conflict, narcotics, and arms
trafficking in India's Northeast. It's now a book that is being consulted
by many students and people who are working on conflict issues. So the
important thing, which I have learned in my life is good activism or
good peacebuilding work comes from, actually, good research.
It is so important that we know what are the different elements of the
conflict, the violence, to be able to give you the courage to know how to
address it. [00:22:00] That's how after being a scholar for several years,
in 2007 I was interviewing women community leaders when I heard
gunshots. This was Christmas Eve of 2000...around 2003 around the
time. I had gone with my mother to a village to interview women local
leaders and I had heard gunshots and a 27-year-old man was found shot
dead in Manipur and to help his widow, build a life--because in many
South Asian societies and Asian societies, a lot of women depend on the
husband or the partner for you know livelihood. So, the mother of this
woman started crying, "How can I feed you anymore? They should have
shot you dead also." When I heard these words from the mother. It just
shocked me that, how could the mother want the death of her child after
her husband has been killed. That's when I realized how gender unjust
Manipuri society is, how gender unjust Northeast societies are. Even if a
lot of women are peacebuilders and in the movements, but it's still a very
patriarchal society, like the rest of India. So we started working, looking
at conflict, looking at gender justice. And so in 2007, we launched what
is called the Manipur Women Gun Survivors Network, to help the
widow Akham Rebika and as well as many other women whose loved
ones have been killed in this conflict. So, that's how we were able to turn
our experience into something which is about mitigating conflict in war
zones.
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Maggie Lemere: It's a really powerful story and I know [00:24:00] you can't see me, but
I'm very engaged and shaking my head and very interested in everything
you're saying. And just to take a step back a little bit. I'm curious for
you, when you left Manipur and you went to other parts of India like
Delhi, - How was that experience for you? Just, living in a totally
different part of the country, but also then when you realized how little
understanding there was anywhere. I loved how you described, you kind
of turned those emotions into questions of why. As a storyteller, “why?”
is at the root of every question. I'm wondering how your parents, your
family, and it's very cool that your mom, I think you said was a zoologist
and your dad a botanist, my dad is a naturalist and I volunteer at the zoo
here, I’m very into animals, but I'm a storyteller. So, I'm just curious
because it does kind of go against the expectations to take this. Although
you were obviously at an amazing University. But how did your family
react to you starting this path and going on this journey of asking these
questions and asking questions can be a little dangerous, pushing the
status quo in different ways?

Binalakshmi Nepram: Sure. Let me- there are two parts to your question. The first one is, let
me start with my journey from Manipur to New Delhi, India’s capital.
And my father usually tells the story to everyone that he took me out of
Manipur because of the libraries- I love libraries, I can live in libraries.
So my father tells the story that he took me to Delhi so I can pursue my
higher studies and also because libraries in Manipur became too small
for Bina. So even in conflict, you can always pursue knowledge is what
---my father has this amazing collection of books and knowledge is
something which always brought light in my childhood and it’s by the
[00:26:00] light of knowledge that I was able to understand the conflict,
the war, the drug trafficking, the arms trafficking, the women traffic, and
all these issues.

I got enmeshed in India's Northeast and I was able to dig out each strand
as a researcher and was able to get it. Coming to Delhi actually did two
things. One, as I described it, I was able to see the conflict and violence
in Northeast India from a distance. So, you had a view of Manipur. The
way that one would have never known, if you were born and died there.
Literally, so it gave me a vision, and to see the interaction of other
people towards me was the second thing that I learned, and this
happened in two ways. First when, as an indigenous person, from
Manipur who came to Delhi people looked at me and used a term I've
never heard for Manipuris called "chinkies". So, whenever I was in
Delhi University, people used to, particularly boys, young Indian men,
used to look at, look at me, and many others who look like me more
indigenous, more Eastern, more Asian, and call us Chinky.
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And in fact, I was stopped by a man--- a group of young men. And
asked, “what did you call me?” and this snicker. When I realized they
were mocking me and I--but for the first time I heard the word
“Chinky.” Which is, I came to later realize, this is such a racist term, in
short Delhi is the first place where I ever experienced racism so many
times. Because the people of the Northeast of India are indigenous, we
look more ---[00:28:00] we were always asked whether we are from
Thailand, Philippines, Burma, Nepal, but never an Indian. So, that was
one thing.

So I faced; I saw racism at very close quarters in Delhi. And actually,
How I would rather say so. So, as I mentioned, because the history of
northeast India is not in the textbooks of the world's largest democracy.

So there's a saying that "even a rope looks like a snake in the dark." So,
while we were in the Northeast of India, [we] grew up learning about
Mahatma Gandhi, or the queen of Jhansi, or Ashoka the Great, which the
Ashoka fellowship comes, its name comes--just on the lighter side. All
of these Emperors and people of India, we knew about them, or the Thar
Desert or The Goan Beaches or Kerala's whatever. All those things of
India, we learn. But the rest of India was never given the opportunity to
learn about us, 45 million people living in Northeast India because the
government of India blanked us out from the pages of Indian history.

Not just from Indian history, they blank out from Indian polity, they're
blanked from Indian society, they blanked out from television, they
blanked out from the media. We were just so, in short, if India had killed
all of us, the world would have never known we existed. So, this is the
level at which India hid us from the rest of the world. So, when I first
came to New Delhi and I started interacting with all of this and I realized
that people didn't know all about the three things that people from India
told us, was giving us [00:30:00] the word "Chinky." Second, they
thought we have no brains. We are dumb. And third that we eat
anything. And third is the thought that in the Northeast of India, women
are so morally loose.

And so, so many indigenous women from the Northeast of India were
raped and murdered in New Delhi. I have myself handled the dead
bodies of 11 of these women. So this is a level in which the rest of India
viewed 45 million indigenous people from northeast India.

So, when people from the northeast of India, go to the rest of India
whether Bangalore, Calcutta, Delhi for studies or job or to escape the
conflict, we face another kind of violence from the rest of India.
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I'm not saying the people of India are bad, but our policymakers failed to
include and build an image of a diverse India, which included us. So this
is my experience when I left Manipur to come to India's capital, New
Delhi, in search of a better life.  Just to escape, just wanted to be a
physicist, just wanted to do my work and what did I face? So all these
factors became a turning point in several phases of my life. 

And the other question of, so in 2007 I launched the Manipur Women
Gun Survivors Network and around the same time, I realized that talking
about the conflict in Manipur in Northeast India should not be just a
concern of people of Northeast of India, it should be the concern of
every democracy loving Indian. So in 2007, the same year, we launched,
what is called [00:32:00] the Control Arms Foundation of India. India's
first women lead peace and disarmament organization. And we had
board members from Kashmir, from Kerala, from Mumbai, and from the
Northeast of India. So, this is how we were able to galvanize our
research questions in our quest for peace, by setting up, a grassroots
level organization called the Manipur Women Gun Survivors Network
and in the capital of India, we set up the Control Arms Foundation of
India. Now, how did my parents then view it? It's very interesting
because people are very clear about jobs like being a professor or a
doctor, an engineer or a scientist. These are very clear roles. 

So when you are a peacebuilder, when you're working to deepen peace in
our communities, people really don't know where to place you. So they
don't know what we do. They just think that we have a lot of time and we
are there protesting, and we are there advocating, we are there speaking.
Hell no. Peace is hard work every single day as Nobel laureate Jody
Williams once thundered at The Hague at 100 years of WILPF Women's
International League for Peace and [Freedom], where I was also present.

So, my parents initially did not understand my quest for doing this peace
work they always thought, in India, if you are running an NGO, it's
because you haven't got any other job. So it was very tough initially to
explain to my family what I was doing. All I was doing was to find
solutions to the decades-old conflict, one of South Asia's
longest-running conflicts to find out: why is this conflict [00:34:00]
happening? How do we mitigate it? What are the steps to be taken? 

So, when in 2003 my book was released by former Prime Minister Inder
Gujral, South Asia's Fractured Frontier, I got my parents from Manipur
to Delhi to attend my book launch. And we had people from King's
College London from SOAS writing the forward for me. 

So, once when my parents knew that this was a quest done by their
daughter, to find peace and justice in our part of the world. I remember
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my parents had tears in their eyes and they got me, they understood what
I was trying to do, the work of building peace. So this is how it is and it
has not been a usual journey. Building peace sounds easy to many
people. It isn't. It's so much hard work that goes into ensuring peace and
justice in our communities. And so this is how I would share the story.

Maggie Lemere:         What a beautiful moment to have your parents there with you and to see
what you were, what you would accomplish then, the path that you are
on. Before we get more into the work that launched from that book. A
couple of things I wanted to make sure to ask you about. When you were
growing up with your family. What messages did you get about gender?
You said that in India it's very patriarchal and it's not safe for women
and girls. But I'm curious about your own household, what that was like
and how you thought about it when you were younger. And then the
other thing I wanted to ask about was your identity as an indigenous
woman and if you would be so kind as to tell me more about your
community and your culture and your values, [00:36:00] I'm not sure if
that is Manipuri or you could help me be more educated, basically?

Binalakshmi Nepram:   Yeah, sure. I was lucky that I grew up in a household where there was an
element of courage and gender justice. My mother is one of the first
women in Manipur to be educated, so she knew the importance of
education--we were four sisters and three brothers--and ensured that her
children got a good education, irrespective of whatever gender we are.
She ensured that knowledge is power. So she absolutely, more than even
my father, actually in fact there was a reversal in gender roles in our
household. My mother did not spend a lot of time cooking so she hardly
cooked. It was my father who enjoyed cooking more than my mother in
my household. So compared to other friends, where it was just the
opposite. So I remember, I still remember, my father baking cake for us
or cooking food. And of course, my mother also cooked. They all
cooked, but then it was a little different now. So that's how I grew up. 

Though Manipur continues to be a patriarchal society where the
inheritance is all given to male members, where the birth of a male
member is celebrated. It's still a community where after marriage the girl
goes to the boy’s house. Where the woman becomes the girl, the female
becomes the property passed from the father, parents, to the husband's
family. 

So it is a very deeply entrenched patriarchal society. But, in our family,
as I said, because my parents were liberal, [00:38:00] they imparted
knowledge to us and not the gender bias that we see around. And that's
the reason why maybe we were able, many of us, where we are. From
the support of our parents. Particularly, my parents are still at home,
they’re in their 80s, but still going strong.
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Maggie Lemere: aw.

Binalakshmi Nepram: And what about the indigenous culture? Yes, as I mentioned, Manipur is
an Asiatic nation-state like Bhutan, Nepal, with a 3,000 year old
recorded history. We have our own script called Meitei Mayek. Our
language is Manipuri. Manipur is home to 39 sub-indigenous groups
which constitute many other communities belonging to the Tangkhul,
the Naga community, the Kuki community, plus we have got people in
several different communities and living--small indigenous
communities. 

So it's a whole [inaudible 00:39:00], which Meiteilon is a lingua franca
and indigenous languages live off of all of the different subgroups there
and we worship the indigneous faith called “sanamahi”meaning rays of
the sun and the moon. Our religion is not Hindu, neither Muslim, nor
Islam, neither Buddhists, its indigenous.

Our religion is nature worship. A typical day in the life of Manipuri, as a
child, I remember, you wake up, you have a shower. And then you offer
freshwater from the pond. Flowers and incense sticks and look up to the
rays of the sun and get the good energy from there. And then you end
the day doing the same offering, but this time looking up towards the
moon or imagining the moon or referring to the moon. So that's
[00:40:00] the kind of indigenous culture that I grew up in.

We are a very strong weaving community, what I'm wearing today is
woven by the women of Manipur. They are excellent master weavers. If
you come one day you will love it. We have a whole cottage industry of
weaving and our women are amazing weavers. We also had a very
strong indigenous economy till India took us over and we are now one of
the poorest states in India because India has made us a dependent
economy. But now, thanks to COVID a lot of people in Manipur have
gone back to farming, to self-sufficiency, so that's the positive side of the
pandemic. 

But yes, indigenous cultures means that we have, we live in
communities. As a child, I remember if my mother cooked any nice
meal, she would give us in a bowl and say, "go and take it to your
neighbor." 

So we, it's a culture of sharing. It's not so much of a capitalist society. It's
a society that is very equal. You will not be able to recognize the rich
from the poor in Manipur because everybody looks almost alike, I mean,
there is a dignity of life. 
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We don't have what happens in the rest of India where people work-- We
don't have a caste system, for instance, in our culture. There's a very
egalitarian community. So this is how, if you want to know about
indigenous culture, you have to come to Manipur for a Northeast
experience that’s beautiful. 

It's rooted in a very strong sense of love for Mother Earth. We have a
whole series of festivals which celebrates the forests called Lai Haraoba.
Which goes on for days which celebrates the creation of life and earth.
So that's where we get [00:42:00] the strength and continue to remain
strong in spite of all the militarization, weaponization, and the infusion
of chemicals on our indigenous land. We continue to be resilient and
resist this violence on our bodies, in our lives, and in our nations.

Maggie Lemere:          What a beautiful way of being in the world, the sun worship and the
rituals and the sharing and I'm so glad that you shared that with me to
sort of help illustrate that picture with even more dimension because I
think sometimes, in my experience, what happens is, as important as it is
to talk about the conflict, then, unfortunately, people become more
defined by that and knowing our regenerative stories and where our
strength and our power come from and our beauty is important. So I'm
glad that we're creating some space for that as well. But I guess if we go
back to you or your time at JNU and writing your book and doing your
research. It sounds like it was quite groundbreaking in a lot of ways, that
this perspective had not really been documented and amplified. I guess
I'm curious for you, even though you sort of knew the conflict, but
coming at it at this age and stage in your life and academically, what
were those experiences of doing the research like? Were you in Manipur
then? And sort of how did that time change you, those years working on
the book?

Binalakshmi Nepram:   Yes. I always say, you know, based on what I have gone through in my
life. I always say "good activism starts with good research." and I say
this because once I did my research and, [00:44:00] of course, for two
years I was backpacking and living along the border region. I was
tracking gun runners, drug traffickers, and I was meeting insurgents to
learn their side of the story. I was looking at the military and how they
were militarizing Manipur and Northeast of India. Good research cannot
be done at the desk, you have to get in right there.  So, I traveled
extensively all across the Indo-Burma border for my research. It
frightened my parents because they were worried. My younger brother,
Avijit Nepram, became a constant companion because my parents
wouldn't send me alone. I was trying to find conflict tombs, war
memorials of young people that have died. I was searching for women
who had been widowed in this conflict. It is a war zone. It's dangerous.
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So, in those circumstances, yeah, and absolutely my research became a
very important work and continues to be till today. It is in more than 500
libraries across India and the world. This book of mine is called South
Asia's Fractured Frontier. Because it looked at the conflict in a way that
people haven't looked before, where I not only found answers to the
questions I had as a child of "why is there so much war?" "Why are there
so many guns?" Why’s there so much violence?" I tried to find out who
is doing it? Who's supplying arms? For example, my research found that
weapons from 13 countries are flooding Manipur and Northeast India.
America would have never heard of Manipur but the M-16 was already a
favorite of the rebel groups in our communities. 

So, I was intrigued, Israeli Uzi, you name it. Chinese grenades, costing
100 dollars.  So, I also did research on everything that I felt was, what
are [00:46:00] the tools of this conflict and human beings. 

And if someone is a peacebuilder. It's very important to note, that it is
conflict resolution and peacebuilding is not just "oh, let's just come to
the negotiating table and talk about it in a conference hall in Harare, or
in Geneva.” Real peacebuilding comes from trying to understand, how
does one look at the tools of conflict and that's why my whole work on
gun violence came about. And I set up the Manipur Women Gun
Survivors Network, the reason is, I said, as long as human beings exist,
there'll always be conflict. Tell me a family who's not in conflict. Tell me
a society, a nation, and individually who’s not at conflict at all. Actually,
conflict is an essential part of life and through those knots, we grow. But
what does happen if those knots become maligned, malignant. Then we
stopped growing, becoming cancerous. So what was happening in all
these conflict areas became cancerous, literally, so I studied the tools of
conflicts, like weapons. 

I started tracking how many types of guns are flooding. My research
found 58 types of guns flooding the Northeast of India. I tracked down
the routes, for instance, I was interviewing a gun runner once, And he
said, "we get an M-16 from Afghan source and we get a landmine free
with that."

So, the research was absolutely seminal. The research was something
which has not been done before. And, plus, the research so far also, the
research connected gun-running, drug trafficking, and women
trafficking. Again, a connection that was never done before. The reason
is the Northeast of India is very close to the world's [00:48:00] Golden
Triangle. Thailand, Laos, Burma this area, which produces 60% of the
world's heroin. And the Northeast of India became juxtaposed between
Myanmar, Thailand, Laos, all these major drug-producing areas. On the
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other hand, you know, poppy, from where heroin comes, is a beautiful
flower. It's a flower. So to convert poppy into heroin you need
chemicals. It's called precursors. And my research found out that not just
blaming the Golden Triangle area for producing drugs, I suddenly
realized that India is South Asia's largest producer of precursors. 

So, Northeast of India became sandwiched between the Golden Triangle
area, which produces poppies, and a country that is flooding my region
with these chemicals which can be used in converting heroin, a poppy,
into heroin. So, a lot of illegal drug refining units were all across the
Indo-Burma border contaminating our soil, you know, destroying our
youth. 

But what the other thing which my research also found out was what
happens once heroin is produced. How do you get it to other parts of the
world? And, that's where I also, in my research, found out that the bags
of politicians in India are never checked. So in Manipur, we had many
drug lords, contesting elections, and wearing Fabindia Churidar pajamas,
and becoming politicians. 

When they are actually drug lords. So I saw the criminalization of
democracy in Manipur and in Northeast India, which continues still
today. Just a couple of days back Manipur BJP government [00:50:00]
inducted a person who was charged by the Central Bureau of
Investigation for one of the biggest drug hauls ever in history. He has
just been made a minister in the BJP government of Manipur sanctioned
by New Delhi. 

So, we have the criminalization of our politics happening. So, all of
these was, again, I stem it back to the research that I've done at JNU. I
had a long answer to your question.

Maggie Lemere: No, no, it was great, looking at the intersections of all these issues and
that was super interesting because obviously living in the Golden
Triangle, I've been aware of the poppies, but I was not aware of that a
sandwiched position as you described with Northeastern India, and that
makes sense, and it was something I was not aware of.

Two follow up questions. One is, what were the most, I think you've
already kind of described this, so maybe there's not a lot more to say, but
if there's anything more you want to say about that time, what stood out
to you about gender and conflict? That'd be interesting to hear, but then
also as you are moving forward after doing this for you, and your
personal life. I mean, you went to found these organizations. I know
some of my friends here who are activists who have also gone through
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academia. They say it can feel hard to do both or to be invited into both
spaces. So, I'm just curious, on a personal level, how you navigated what
your next set of choices were and became also a social entrepreneur?

Binalakshmi Nepram:    Yeah. Actually, Ashoka gave me the term social entrepreneur. I never
knew about the term before Ashoka gave me that fellowship. So, it is
still like a very strange word to me, social entrepreneur. Actually, I
rather call [00:52:00] people who are working on peace actually social
doctors, because what we are doing is healing lives, actually. Before I
answer your question. I would like to share a little narrative about why
we do the work we're doing, and there must be a certain inspiration,
right? 

What is it, that I would like to point to a very important part of Manipuri
history which will be critical for your oral history project. Manipur
where I come from is the home of the 115-year-old indigenous women's
movement. It started in the year 1904. If you remember, Britain had
colonized many parts of South Asia and Asia at that time. Manipur was
an independent Asiatic nation-state at that time, in 1891, Manipur and
England came into an agreement in 1891, and then there was a fight
also. Manipur and the British colonial government agreed to
power-sharing. They took care of national defense and trade and then the
Manipuri King ruled the others. 

So that was an arrangement, it was not a takeover, but there was an
arrangement. So at that time in 1904, we had an extraordinary
indigenous women's movement called the Nupi Lan movement and in
1904 Nupi in Manipuri means woman, Lan means war. In short, the
women's war of 1904. So, many of us are doing piecework now we have
our historical roots to these struggles of our ancestors, particularly,
[00:54:00] the women ancestors who had done an incredible movement
of struggle in all these years. 

And what happened in 1904 for the British political agent's bungalow
was found burnt. And the British political agent said Manipuries should
rebuild it and tried to force Manipuri men to rebuild that bungalow free
of cost.

Manipur is a society that is against slavery. It is, I told you, a very
egalitarian society. We don't have the concept of bondage. We don't have
a concept of literally slave labor, so when the British soldiers tried to
forcibly get the men to build a bungalow, the women of Manipur
realized that British soldiers don't touch women's bodies. 
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So they formed a body wall between the British soldiers and the
Manipuri men and physically prevented them from taking these men by
force, leading to a negotiation that if you want the Manipuri men to
rebuild the bungalow then the British government has to pay them. They
will not do free labor. They will not do slave labor. 

So this resistance, just remarkable resistance, by indigenous women of
Manipur became known as the First Women's War of 1904. It became a
landmark in history. And then, again, in 1939 happened another episode,
which is called The Second Women's War of 1939 in which, at that time,
the British government, still in government there, together with India's
Marwari, a business class, they realize that Manipur rice is incredibly
superior quality, they try to siphon off money rice away for exports.
Resulting in what is called artificial food scarcity in Manipur. So, the
women of Manipur came together [00:56:00] and physically prevented
the rice from being taken away from Manipur and negotiated with the
British political agent and the king of Manipur to stop that. That became
known as the Second Women's War of 1939. 

And when India colonized us and put the military on our soil and martial
law. The 1904 and 1939 women's wars became the inspiration for the
third kind of women's movement called the Meira Paibi or Women
Torch Bearers, with bamboo torches. Women with bamboo torches, in
which mothers and the women of Manipur started patrolling the streets
at night with bamboo torches, to prevent the Indian military from taking
a boy or a girl away in the middle of the night. 

So, this 115 year-old-women's history movement needs to be understood
by India and the rest of the world. Because this is something that is
unique to our history. And the reason why women were able to mobilize
so quickly in Manipur is that we have 500-year-old historical women's
markets and they still exist today. What does this women's market do?
It's a place, a public space, where only women congregate to sell
products ranging from woven clothing, to fish, to bangles, to dolls, to
blacksmithing items. Only women are allowed in this market to sell the
products that they have. Men can come and buy them. So these places
became epicenters where galvanizing of women could take place in a
matter of minutes and this for us, [00:58:00] and for the world, is a very
unique indigenous form of women's movement, which has informed our
work for all these years and became a source of inspiration and strength
for many of the work done by generations, including my generation.

Maggie Lemere: Thank you so much for sharing that. And adding those incredibly cool,
inspiring layers. It's so interesting to think about the markets and their
history and also to make that invisible history of women and their work
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together more visible. So, when you were founding your organizations
and kind of moving your, your research into activism or advocacy or
whatever word. Yeah, I totally hear you on social entrepreneurship. It's
kind of a weird thing. I always think that the best social entrepreneurs
don't actually call themselves that. And then there are all these other
people that like to go to school to be it, but they don't necessarily have
the thing that they're really passionate about. So, I hear you. But when
you were starting your work or transitioning your work, how did you
think about building off of that women's history or how did that become
part of your founding story?

Binalakshmi Nepram: So, two things. You're absolutely right. When I finished my master's
thesis and converted it into a book, not because I wanted to be an author,
but my supervisor said, "Bina this is seminal work, you gotta share it
with the world." I was crying the night before the book was released. I
was actually scared the world is going to see my research and comment
upon it. I was shivering. I was in tears the night before the book launch.
It's scary when you think okay your work, which is so personal, the
world is going to look at it. So it was frightening.

[01:00:00] But one thing it did good, and this is very important to share,
writing that thesis, writing that book, actually brought a sense of peace
within me. Because suddenly I had answers to many of the questions I
had as a child. And this is really important before anyone does any peace
work, literally. And particularly for those in deeply conflicted war zones,
where for us, peace work and peacebuilding is not a project. It is a
commitment of a lifetime. It is important to note that first, we've got to
come to terms with what is exactly happening to enable us to find the
tools that will resolve the issues. So writing the book for me, suddenly,
gave me a sense of peace. 

I always say it's not just about writing. I'm not saying everyone should
write. But I actually realized that, as someone who grew up in a war
zone, any kind of art, whether it's writing that book down or singing a
song or involved in a dance movement, anything, or weaving, it heals us.
That's what I did with myself and that's why when I set up the control- I
mean Manipuri Women Gun Survivors Network, I use the concept that I
learned from myself into what is called occupational therapy. When I
met so many women from villages who have lost loved ones in the
conflict. I don't go to this house saying, oh, here I am with all my
research and I want to teach you how to fight the Indian government or
the Indian military, we cannot go like that. 

What we did [01:02:00] later when a team was formed was what we did.
is we whenever we go to a village where we realized there was a killing,
there was a murder, there was a disappearance or a debt, we go to the
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family, and then because, once the trauma passes, the family has to eat,
the children have to go to school, the life has to go on. So we try to see
after a bread earner is killed, particularly many, we try to see what is the
kind of work that the remaining family member, the adult family
member can do, to put food on the table. I always say, human rights
doesn't work on an empty stomach. You have to eat, the family's got to
eat even after this trauma, they got to eat. They have to go on. So we
started occupational therapy. What does it mean? We even though
initially put food on the table for a few days, we then talk to the family
member, what kind of skills they have, and what support is needed so
that they can earn a livelihood.  This is how we were able to support
thousands of women survivors because they told many of our team
members that they want to weave. So we procure them yarn. We procure
them looms. Some of them wanted to do poetry, which we support. 
Some people wanted to plant vegetables and sell them and some wanted
to set up grocery stores, small little bamboo grocery stores. We help
them do that. So, that is how from an experience, to a research book,
back to ensuring that our research is converted into social action which
is meaningful for those families for which we are [01:04:00] supposed to
work for.

This is what the world has forgotten that peace work doesn't mean
ending in a peace negotiation or a peace agreement. It also means
ensuring that many of these families are deeply impacted by conflict,
their lives are able to go on with a newfound courage. That they know
there is support and solidarity and help out there. That they are not alone
in the struggle. I remember a mother whose two sons who were shot
dead in one day, her name is Sinam Chandrajini.  When I went to meet
her, she didn't talk to me for two weeks thinking I'm a journalist just to
extract her story, but when she realized that I was coming again and
again and just sitting next to her. She asked me after two weeks that, my
daughter what is it that you are here for? I said I am just here to tell you,
that we feel your pain, and that you're not alone. We feel your pain. And
that's how we started the process slowly. And then when I went to meet
her again, I took for her silk cocoons, so that she could take the cocoon
from the silk thread from the cocoon, you can boil it, and put it on an
earthen pot, and do the silk thread that's how slowly by slowly Sinam
Ongbi Chandrajini, a woman who lost two sons ages 17 and 27, we were
able to get her out of her trauma. And today, Sinam Chandrajini runs a
very successful weaving center, where she employs four, five women in
her business. And for us, I always say when you see how you number
your success. [01:06:00] For us, it's not the numbers of how much you
earn. For us. I say, sometimes we measure the success from the color of
cheeks of the women that we work with from absolutely drained out
faces, to having literally like healthy cheeks. That their lives are able to
go on, they’re doing their work, they're able to get engaged and become
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change agents, for us, we measure our success, not in numbers, but in
the quality of life and the level of confidence and the level of
rejuvenation that we have seen in many of these families, who were
completely bereaved in some of the most tragic wars ever fought and
absolutely hidden away by a nation from the world. We are not even
allowed to do our story. So this is how we're able to transition from
research into social action.

Maggie Lemere:            I am so moved by everything you're sharing and also by describing the
peacebuilding work is not like a job but as a lifetime commitment. I
think that's so important. And so that might be your answer to the next
question. But, and also, just to say, I really appreciate your thoughts
about healing as part of this work, and I also know for you, like I
imagine or I could project, even though you kind of grew up in this
context, it's another thing to try to sit with all the stories and hold that.
That's a huge thing to carry and so creating the spaces for healing
individually and collectively is just so essential. So, I was going to ask
you how you think about peacebuilding? I know you've written and
thought about it a lot, women's role in peacebuilding, it would be great
to hear about that. But also, [01:08:00] I think you mentioned this,
you're not even allowed to tell your story and I'm curious if you're
finding spaces for the story? I mean, I think you are a storyteller for this
part of India. And so you are doing that. But in your work, how is
storytelling connected to healing and to peacebuilding too? It’s a lot of
questions. So you can run with that whenever you want.

Maggie Lemere:           Oh, I just was sharing a lot of random thoughts with you. One was
around what is the role and storytelling and peacebuilding or storytelling
and healing? Because you were saying that story. Basically, you haven't
been allowed to tell your story, but I see you as someone who is telling
that story. And I think there's a level of violence when you can't but like
different levels. You know, it's not always physical. It's the cultural, the
psychological, the emotional, and the social. So I was curious, how
storytelling is part of your work and maybe on a broader scale, but also
with the women that you work with, and just how you think about
peacebuilding and what does that mean to you, or how do you think
about peacebuilding and gender? These are some of the things I was just
thinking about as you were talking. If you want to pick up those
questions. 

 

Binalakshmi Nepram:   Those are a lot of questions, Maggie. [laughs]
 

Maggie Lemere:          [laughs] That is because you are too interesting. You have many
interesting things to say.
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Binalakshmi Nepram:  [Still laughing] Okay, let me say it out this way. Because these are two
different things. First, let's talk about this building. What do you mean
by peacebuilding? Right?

 

Maggie Lemere:           Yeah, I'm curious how you think about it?
 

Binalakshmi Nepram:  Absolutely. This question can be replied to by different people. But for
many of us who grew up in war zones, born and brought up in war
zones, and still, our families continue to live in these war zones, for us,
peacebuilding is about [01:10:00] reclaiming our lost history, our lost
territories. It's about reclaiming our dignity and reclaiming our lives. We
are doing this work for building peace because we want to live normally
in an environment where we do not lose loved ones, an environment
where we don't fear, an environment of peace, and just democracy. And
that's why we do the work for building peace. This is my own humble
assessment. 

And it can mean in different ways.  In areas, where there are different
layers of community, the first layer is those who are contributing to the
conflict. How do we ensure that they approach the problem
not militaristically, but in a way which is about resolving the question of
governance? So that requires a different block for peacebuilding, you
need to be able to understand the system of governance, you need to
understand the demands of what the people who are resisting are saying,
and to be able to negotiate that. So that's the more top-level form of
peacebuilding that one has to do. Negotiating, ensuring that our demands
are listened to by the authorities, and understanding that, and being able
to bring elements of negotiation, which will bring peace on the top
level. 

In the middle level is the community level. [01:12:00] Because many
societies have been ruptured by war or polarized, even if there's no war,
like in today’s time, the polarization has happened so much that no one
is trusting another community. There's even talk of civil war, even in this
country. While many of us have grown up in civil war-like situations in
our lives, ethnic conflicts. Brother against brother, sister against sister,
village against village. The slaughtering that goes on. We have seen it
all. 

So, at the community level peacebuilding requires a lot of
community-level work. It's about building trust and relationships. It's
about telling the other that we care that we are all in this together. So at a
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higher level, the community level, what is important. And then at the
international level, because the world is getting so interconnected.

How is peacebuilding done in the world? For example, in the talks with
the Taliban, different governments are involved, different agencies are
involved. So, there is a global dimension to peacebuilding that is
inclusive of so many higher structures. So, these different layers come
in. 

It's a huge word and I know the way scholarship is built upon, there are
huge theories on peacebuilding, there is huge research being done, but
for many of us who are trying to find solutions, we cannot be caught in
the quagmire of the nitty-gritties of peacebuilding, but in what way in
which all forms of peacemaking whether done at an international level,
at the community level, or at the level of a nation-state, are able to make
sense in the lives [01:14:00] of the poorest of the poor, for the
marginalized, for those in which conflict has deeply impacted them. 

I always say that those who trigger conflict, those who engineer conflict,
those who plan conflict never get killed. They're in bunkers. They're in
garden apartments. They're outside the country from where the conflict
is launched. But it's in my years of work, decades of work, helping
women survivors and families of conflict, I realized conflict affects the
most marginalized society communities, they are the ones who are made
into guinea pigs in this world of violence and all of that and greed and
all of that and it is the poorest of the poor, the marginalized who face the
brunt of it. So my form of peacebuilding is very committed towards the
marginalized because I knew they don't have a voice. They're trying to
flee. They're going to stay safe. I once met a woman whose house was a
plastic sheet tied to a mango tree.

 
I once met a woman who had nothing inside the house except a little
pumpkin to eat. I've seen so many families and a woman that I met was
living in a pigsty because she didn't have a home. So I've seen how it
affects several kinds of people. And, for me, my peacebuilding is
invested towards the survivors of wars and conflicts, not with those who
are sitting at the negotiating table, but of course, it's really important,
and in that way, because many of those who are sitting at the negotiating
table are mostly men. They are the fighters. They are the
government. The importance of peacebuilding in the inclusion of the
marginalized, of the gendered [01:16:00] implication, then for me
becomes very critical, of the indigenous, of the marginalized, in these
negotiations. So this is how I would look at different blocks of
peacebuilding. 
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And as I mentioned, peacebuilding is not a project which says, let's start
from first October and end on the 30th of September 2021. It doesn't
work like that. Although it's important to have timelines, those who are
working in peacebuilding, know that it's a commitment of a lifetime.
And of course, projects are such, resources are such, they are tailored
towards specific goals, but then, one should know how much to support
in a tangible way which becomes a building block for the next work.
And also the fact that a lot of money is spent in the war and military
industry, but so little in peacebuilding and the little resources that are
given to peacebuilders are also so scattered.

Binalakshmi Nepram:    That peacebuilders are actually not talking to one another, it's become a
competition for those resources and that becomes the antithesis to
peacebuilding and that's what I'm worried about.

 

Maggie Lemere:            Yeah, I love how you talk about starting and being invested with the
survivors and understanding who's actually most impacted, so essential.
I'm not sure if you want to talk about this or if you have thoughts but
how you think maybe storytelling is part of this peacebuilding process?
This is my personal interest so--

 

Binalakshmi Nepram:    Absolutely, absolutely. There's an indigenous Hopi saying from here
which says, the one who tells a story rules the world. [01:18:00] And the
way the world of knowledge manufacturing goes, knowledge production
goes, is it has been absolutely not inclusive of the stories of the
marginalized, indigenous, the women, and other minorities. So, knowing
this acutely as a scholar and as well as someone who has worked in the
grassroots, I feel very strongly that storytelling is so important. For
many of these marginalized communities, important for the women,
important for the indigenous people, and many of theirs are stories that
are left out. So, as a result, whether it's an article which is published in
an Indian paper or foreign magazine or wherever we could go, we try to
tell our story. And storytelling is healing, indeed, I have experienced it
myself. And I have experienced it in the lives of many others, and many
other communities. When you tell your own story. It becomes as if
you're listening to yourself to that story and being mindful of what's
happening and it gives your mind and your being the ability to take
control and take charge of what's happening around your life in your
community, which gives you the courage, then to be able to take action.
In this case, peacebuilding action. 

So it's very important to be able to tell our stories. [01:20:00] My thesis.
I didn't start off, I'm going to tell my story. In fact, when I first started
telling the story of Manipur to the world, I was actually detained in
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Colombo for four hours by the Indian embassy in Colombo, who
interrogated me for four hours. And actually threatened me by saying
that “if you want to tell the story of Manipur, tell it within the four
corners of India, not outside.” I was only 24 at the time. And I knew- but
I do remember telling that questioning diplomat straight in the face and I
said to him, "I have a right to find out the answers of what's going on in
my region. I'm a scholar and a young woman from my region who’s just
trying to find out how to bring peace to my region.  And if you want to
call me as, anything that you want, which is making you try to tell me
that I shouldn't tell, then please open a file on me, Government of India,
please open a file on me. I'm not carrying the agenda of anyone. I just
carry the agenda of peace, of how to lead a normal life, how to be able to
walk in Manipur at six o'clock without the fear of being arrested just
because we're walking at six o'clock."

So, I started telling my story, and every time I told my story, and the
story of Manipur and Northeast of India, it can be tiring, because not
everyone understands us. We can't expect everyone to understand
everything about the world. Because, a lot of people think of [01:22:00]
India as the land of yoga, the land of spiritualism, they don't want to
think of India as a country that has colonized another community and
put a martial law. So, there have been times when, even outside India,
when I spoke about India, people have strongly reacted and said,
"because there are terrorists in your region, that's why there's a martial
law."

                                       So things, and then trying to decry. So we have faced all kinds of things
and we have faced even threats, not just from the state, but from
non-state, too, because when you started work on disarmament, on arms
control on this question of disarmament, women, peace, and security,
and accountability, some of the armed groups said, "Bina is working to
disarm us". I've received threats from non-state armed groups too. For
writing a story. For writing my first book I was threatened by two armed
groups. Because I told the story of what they did. 

 One armed group wrote a threatening letter to another village that if they
don't evacuate by 30th November 1997, then they have to face the
consequences. And more than 900 people were slaughtered in Manipur
in an inter-ethnic conflict. And of course, I told the story of that in my
book. And I was threatened by the perpetrator of that crime. And today
that armed group is in peace talks with the government of India. And
[01:24:00] they have supported Prime Minister Modi's agenda, Hindu
nationalist agenda. So this is how we have seen how our storytelling
does healing in many ways because people started listening to us. When,
this year, which included Ambassador Melanne Verveer, when we
started telling our story in Washington, DC, it shook them. Many didn't
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know what was happening in the Northeast of India. They were shocked
at the story that I was telling, substantiated by proof after proof after
proof, which finally resulted in our story being published as an op-ed
article in the Washington Post last week. And the power of storytelling
continues for us. Whether it be an op-ed in the Washington Post or an
article in our local Manipuri daily. It doesn't matter. We decided that we
will tell our story till the world hears us. In fact, I have a hashtag on
Twitter, on social media, it is called #wewilltellourownstories because
we are also tired of journalists who come to Manipur for three months
and wrote a story on our lives. Where in many cases they have
beautifully understood, in many cases, they haven't. But I think we can
tell stories, inclusive stories, we can tell stories collectively and that's a
very important element of our work. So we continue to do that through
storytelling. How can I say?

                                     
[01:26:00] Manipur has a special group of people called Wari Leeba,
meaning storytellers, actually. So there is a whole genre of the
profession, called the storytellers in Manipur, so you actually Maggie,
you got to talk to them. They are called Wari Leebas, meaning
storytellers, and people invite them to our homes and then they will
narrate a story of a certain past for like an hour and a half. And they do it
in a very musical way. Yes, I come from a place of storytellers. We will
continue to tell our story because our stories are wiped out from the
history of our own nation and it's not there in the history of the world. So
we have no other option but to keep telling our story, not just as healing,
but also as a way to tell the world that we exist.

Maggie Lemere:            Yeah. Thank you for sharing that. And that's incredible you have the
hashtag that represents my values as an oral historian because we're, our
job is to help document, you know, the wisdom and the knowledge of
other people and just be sort of a facilitator of that but we believe it's
your story to tell, that you should be in control of that and kind of, for
me, working in the activism, storytelling, peacebuilding, whatever you
want to call it, space, I find it's also interesting to think about, how do
you use the storytelling process to build a new vision of what's possible,
because sometimes when you're so mirrored by limitation and conflict
and challenge, breaking through that wall can just feel so hard with all
the trauma, so I enjoy that part of the process too, because we don't often
get that space. See that but I'm curious for you. I'm [01:28:00] just on a
personal level, whatever you feel comfortable with, how have you
personally dealt with--? It's not maybe a well-known story, but there are
millions of people and survivors or victims, in your part of the world,
you've become one of the, or maybe the leading storyteller, advocate,
peacebuilder. Obviously, I know that you would deeply acknowledge the
many women that you work with, but how do you sustain yourself? How
do you navigate this responsibility? I know it's required a lot of personal
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sacrifices and I'm also curious, for you, as a woman in this patriarchal
world, but also you're advocating for the inclusion of women and how
has that been for you in particular, given your gender? Just anything you
might want to share around that and how you sort of keep going. It's
hard. I'm sure it's really hard too.

 Binalakshmi Nepram:  Yes, these are very important questions. Actually, your question goes to
the core, the essence, and the spirit of a peacebuilder, this particular
question that you asked. Some of us are doing the work that we are
doing, we have left a normal life about going to a 9-5 job. We have
given up a life of ourselves to give to others and the community.
[01:30:00] It's not normal. That's why a lot of people don't understand
us. And a lot of people will disagree or say "oh they're doing it because
they get NGO money." Which so many governments, including Modi's
government are doing nowadays. Blaming our ideas and our thoughts,
by saying this is foreign-inspired and not  ough. 

It's a very very, not an easy path of being a peacebuilder. But how do
you do it, why do we go on doing this? The reason is for example, in my
own life, for me it was a life's journey. It happened organically. I wanted
to be a physicist. And I am what India calls me an “activist”. So, from a
physicist to an activist, how did that shift happen? And um, for some of
us, it happened organically when you were born in a conflict zone,
trying to find answers. I could be a professor in a university now. I could
be just leading a life of not being bothered by what's happening but
some of us cannot just stay away when you see so much violence
happening again and again and again. So, we do this work as a form of
resistance and resilience against a type of violence that is just not
imparted by the government of India or imparted by the non-state armed
groups and their guns, or even against a patriarchal mindset. We do this
as a form of resistance toward [01:32:00] what is the masculine form of
life and nation-building.

This is our resistance towards it. And so it's going to take long. But we
know some of us, we're not doing it because we wanted to prove x is
equal to y for our tenure track positions. For us, it's about ensuring that if
we don't succeed in this lifetime, another generation can take it on. It's
an organic form, so we don't expect that all peace comes after the
signing of a peace accord. In fact, how many peace accords are
successful, and how many peace accords are enduring. So, for some of
us, we do this work knowing that it's going to take years and years of
hard work. It stems from the concept of the building, of the nature of
exploitation and the kind of violence which comes with colonizing,
which comes from the capitalist economy, all of this, which is
continuously and repeatedly caused violence. Just not on our bodies, but
also the violence on this planet Earth. Isn't it violence, how different is
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the, how you force thousands of people to dislocate from an area to build
a hundred dams in the indigenous area of the northeast of India? What it
means, removing or killing elephants in their territories, to do
Meghalaya mining. [01:34:00] Isn't that violence? Mahatma Gandhi said
there’s enough for everyone's need but not for everyone's greed. And
greed is causing this violence repeatedly, and some of us know so
innately how this violence has come about. Because of greed, because
human beings, men, power, and the nation-states and the militaries, they
want to get more and more and more, they’re never satisfied. What
Gandhi calls greed. It’s the cause of violence on our lives, our
communities, and our bodies. So I think once we know, once we are
aware of this, then we try to find ways of resistance which is not once
with saps our energy, but once which, of course, we get tired, as I have
been on protests which went on for months in New Delhi, in Manipur,
for months of protests. But then, it's really important that we rejuvenate
ourselves. For example, I started saving Sundays for rest days, for
instance, otherwise, I would work 7 days a week. People are calling up
at 3 am because someone has been assaulted, people are coming to our
door at 6 o'clock. But then I realize, we cannot go on like this, because I
admit there are times when you get burned out. There are times when
your family suffers. Not to forget the multiple threats. I was once
threatened by a person who's now a member of a legislative assembly
belonging to the right-wing government. Who threatened me by saying
these words: “remember you’re [01:36:00] a woman and we can kill you
by paying a Hariyanvi killer,” which means a contract killer from
Haryana, which is a state near Delhi. “By giving them 25,000 Indian
rupees,” which is about $500. That's when I realized how cheap it is to
take a human life and particularly someone who is believing in a cause
in this country, you can pay a contract killer 25,000 rupees to take my
life away. That is what this man came and told me to my face in New
Delhi. So, this is the level of violence that one sees through, so how do
you do it? I always tell to peace activists, just because you are brave and
courageous, don't just jump in the fire. So, we should know when to
charge in, we should know when to retreat. We should know when to
compose ourselves, we should know when we have to find our own
bearings. And for that, you need really good support from friends and
family. I have known people, activists whose families have become
broken because of their activism. They've suffered for what they believe
in. Because, and currently my present home in Manipur there are 11
people security guarding my family home because of threats I have
faced. We are separated from loved family members because of these
threats. We live in exile because of these threats. But we are able to find
our bearing and our resilience and our healing from mother earth. It's
amazing. While there's so much violence, there's so much love.
Nation-building, I always think, cannot be done at the gunpoint. It has to
be done with a lot of love, [01:38:00] respect, and dignity for one
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another. And so, nature teaches us everything. And so just like a place
that has been mined becomes a lake, just the way some of us continue
with our lives, if you have ruptured and hurt and wounded us, we will
convert them into waters of peace, resistance and resilience. And it's
important for us to do that, otherwise, it's those people greedy for
money, for power, for fame, these are the people who will continue to
control our lives and still control our lives. So, um, I think we have so
much um, this is how I, for me personally, how I was able to um, take
care of finding peace, safety, and resilience in many of these challenging
times.

Maggie Lemere: Yeah. Sharing that and those metaphors are going to stick with me, and
those visuals, the mining, and the lake and the water that is something to
put ourselves in, although I know it's so difficult. I have one follow-up
question. Then I was going to transition into asking you about some of
the research Georgetown has done about India and how it squares with
your understanding. But the follow-up question is, I know it's so extreme
sounding that someone would say that, an elected official and it's
interesting what you're saying about democracy and thinking about,
where we're sitting right now too. But anyway, what makes it, why are
you so threatening, that kind of reaction? That's so extreme. [01:40:00]
What is so dangerous about a woman asking for peace?

Binalakshmi Nepram: That's a brilliant question, Maggie, thank you for asking. Sure, there is.
Very simple. Do you know that under Prime Minister Modi's cabinet,
43% of his parliamentarians have criminal background records? 43%!
Have charges of murder, rape, and these are our lawmakers, you see.
The work that we are asking for is in tune with the democracy of India.
The work that we are asking for is in line with the Indian constitution.
Asking women to be treated with respect, to be included in part of the
decision-making, social, political, and economic. Asking for indigenous
people of northeast India’s history to be included in the Indian
textbooks. This is what the Indian constitution enshrines. That everyone
in India should be equal, without a distinction of caste, creed, race,
religion, gender, or region. Yet, as you rightly pointed out, our work is
considered to be threatening. The reason is that we have criminalization
of our democracy. Those criminals, many of them, all-male, all-male,
have joined the democracy of this country with their muscle power, gun
power, and their sense of patriarchy. And as a result, when women like
us speak out, point towards the constitution, and ask for justice, for
dignity, for compensation of the [01:42:00] survivors, and holding them
accountable, they don't like it. Because they are not doing these things.
We point out their problems, we point out they're not doing enough. So,
as a result, the work of many women peacebuilders becomes a threat in
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criminalized democracies. Not otherwise. And that's why it's considered
so threatening. It's because our democracy spread in India or whether
here or whether much of the world becomes more authoritarian regimes,
it's because of this, of a very criminalized democracy the world is
heading towards. Where despots, autocrats are becoming a norm, not the
power of the ballot, not the power of the people's voice. We've been so
fragmented through technology that it's easier for them to manipulate us,
polarize us, and for them to grab power by hook or by crook, which has
happened in India. And it's going to happen here in the United States.

Maggie Lemere: Yeah, it's scary times, in my opinion. I thought it was interesting earlier
in the interview how you said that even you got strong reactions outside
of India, and you know I'm a great admirer of many of the principles of
Buddhism and Hinduism, etc. but I've done a lot of study on Buddhists
that go create genocides and stuff like that. And it's so interesting how in
the United States, very well educated and well-meaning people have
these really reductive understandings of Eastern religion and Eastern
places. And, that's just a note to say that I think a lot of people don't
understand [01:44:00] the fundamentalism that's been happening in
South Asia and Southeast Asia, and patriarchy and how much it's a part
of, this is just me talking, but a part of religions and social systems.

Binalakshmi Nepram: No, religion is also a very important component. In fact, before the
pandemic struck, I was at the senate hearing committee actually on the
Citizenship Amendment Act, which the government of India passed in
December 2019. And everybody was telling the story of how it's Hindu
versus Muslim. But the story that I told at the U.S. Commission for
International Religious Freedom was that the story of India's Citizenship
Amendment Act is not just a story of Hindus versus Muslims. It is a
story also of the exclusion of indigenous faith. And people who practice
indigenous faith not to be given Indian citizenship. So this is indeed
discriminatory to us. So, this is just to share with you how the question
of religion is an important element in our struggle.

Maggie Lemere: Yeah, absolutely. And that's a big part of the dynamic in Southeast Asia
too with indigenous communities, colonialism and all the things, the
borders that were made, that were, they were not the borders of Mother
Earth. So, if it's okay with you, so Georgetown does this research and
they release it every couple of years, called the Global Women Peace
and Security Index, I'm not sure if you've looked at it before.

Binalakshmi Nepram: Yes. I remember that, yes.
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Maggie Lemere: Yeah, and they have for a few countries, they have data that sort of looks
at a sub-national level, and India is one of those countries. And I was
looking at some of the statistics about India, [01:46:00] and I was just
curious, like how some of it squared with your own lived experience,
since we're doing the oral history. So the data that Georgetown found
this past year was that 53% of the women in Manipur have experienced
intimate partner violence in their lifetime. I was wondering if this
seemed accurate to you? But, also kind of, what do you think about that,
and how it connects to the sort of structural conflict, the part, that
intimate partner violence, and the conflict, and the region and the
country?

Binalakshmi Nepram: Absolutely, like, this is a warzone. We have, in fact, 53% is very less. I
feel that 80% of the women in Manipur must be facing intimate partner
violence. It's, the war has destroyed us. Not just the political conflict.
They've infused drugs and guns into our society. In which so many
young people have died of drug overdoses. So many young men became
died of HIV/AIDS. And those who've survived the violence are
traumatized. And they take it out on women. So the militarization of
Manipur, the imposition of martial law, the continuum of violence which
is perpetrated in our lives have definitely made women the most
vulnerable section of the community vis a vis this violence, perpetrated
both by their partners and also by the state and nonstate. [01:48:00] I
have met so many women. Who has suffered because of this and these
multiple layers of violence? If not by their husbands, then by the state. If
one of the women's husbands turns out to be a rebel then they torture the
women. So it is and because India doesn't allow any humanitarian aid
agency to come, India doesn't allow the UN to work there, India doesn't
allow the New York Times to come there, India doesn't allow anyone to
come there and see these issues. Except for research and done by
insiders like us, the world doesn't know. And as a result, it is very
difficult, except for small and humble organizations that as we’re trying
to heal in our own ways, but how many villages can we cover, how
many lives can we help and go on. So there is a huge humanitarian, I call
it a humanitarian crisis in Manipur. And the Georgetown University
Women Peace Security Index saying that 53% of women in Manipur
experience intimate partner violence is true, in fact, I’ll say it'll be much
more than this. Because of this entrenched structural violence going on
for decades. And the imposition of martial law. So this is a very
traumatized society. We have suffered in multiple ways than one.

Maggie Lemere: Thank you for sharing your perspective on that. Another thing that they
found about Manipur, which feels tragic, but I'm sure is not new to you,
so they ranked every state in India to see [01:50:00] and which state is
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the confluence of women's access to justice, their physical security, their
economic advancement. So all these factors that we study, we looked at
every state and Manipur was the lowest for women in India. I was also
wondering, how that resonates for you in terms of women's experience?

Binalakshmi Nepram: Absolutely. The first thing. The Indian justice system goes in the concept
of justice delayed is justice denied. We have over 30 million cases in
India's courts, the estimates say it'll take 300 years for India to dispose of
all of its cases. 300 years. So I'm just giving the national context. You
juxtapose this in Manipur and particularly the women’s access to justice.
Again, as I mentioned that in many of our cultures, while we have many
strong women's movements, on the other hand, the way in which the
capturing of our economy and the reduction of many of our economies
into a sort of a dependent economy has impoverished women. In many
of our communities. And whatever step they take in terms of finding
justice, the courts of law just, you know, we have High Courts, we have
these courts of law that it's, first of all, very few women lawyers, very
few women-friendly courts [01:52:00] when there’s a rape case, a lot of
kangaroo courts emerge, sometimes the insurgents have their own
courts. For instance, once a woman was raped by an Indian major and
see how justice was done. They, the communities gathered and agreed to
pardon the rapist by giving the village a pig and 5 kilograms of sugar.
This is how the justice quote unquote of a woman who is sexually
assaulted by an Indian major was dispensed with, by the community. By
the village headmen. By the indigenous men. So, that's why one of the
important work that we do in our network was we actually designed a
book called Women Know Your Rights In A Conflict Zone. We designed
a small booklet. We had worked with women lawyers that we networked
from across India. We got them over to Manipur and we did hundreds of
trainings in the past years, to get people to know, in particular women.
And the booklet is called Women Know Your Rights. So we had to go
on this massive drive of community sensitization, of knowing your
rights, knowing how to fight them. For example, in that booklet, we said
that alright rape is bad. But then you should know that if it happens,
[01:54:00] unfortunately, don't just sit and cry and sit down. We can file
cases. And for filing cases, we don't have to go to the police station, you
can file through an envelope, by sending it through the post. You can
make your identity not known, but still file a case. We helped women
who have many of their family members killed, extrajudicial killings,
who have disappeared, file cases. We have also helped file cases of
families whose children have been shot dead. We have also filed cases of
many children who have been recruited as child soldiers. So we have
done this and in fact, we have created what is called community justice
workers where 80% are women in Manipur. So, Maggie, we had to
create these structures. We can't leave it to our men. Can we, you see.
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For me, the future is female. The future is the inclusion of people of all
gender. Not leave it to the chauvinist male. And it includes Manipur too.
We have been, not just justice, we are absent, politically, economically,
in every sense of the term. Just because we have the power to create,
because we are so strong in ourselves. That society has to commit
violence on us, whether it's Manipur, America, or the world. It's the
same story everywhere. And this is what we've got to fight. We have no
other way. We have no other way then to fight back. And that's when we
do it. When we're able to push back on their greed, on their chauvinism,
on their violence. Because we have the right to live in peace and dignity.
Everyone does.

Maggie Lemere: Yeah, it's so [01:56:00] comforting sometimes to think about the
solidarity and the values that we can share and create kind of a global
movement or a global family. But sometimes you may not understand. I
mean asking those questions why, which you've done, to understand why
the people who are perpetuating this violence are doing it is so
important. But also it's so important to have people in your life, whether
it's where you live or beyond, that you know even across differences that
you can share the same goals and values and see the similarity and the
differences and kind of appreciate that. So I totally feel you. But we’re
asking a few questions to all of the peacebuilders that we're interviewing
too, that get to this idea of the future, and one of them is, you know,
what would peace and security look like to you? In the future. What
would that - what would a typical day or how would you imagine your
community functioning? How do you think about these words peace and
security, and how would you want to experience that, that's the opposite
of what you experience now?

Binalakshmi Nepram: Yeah.

Maggie Lemere: Well, different than is the least I could say.

Binalakshmi Nepram: Hmm. Listen, just asking for my 6 o'clock meeting is soon.

Maggie Lemere: No problem at all. I'll try to make sure that we end so that you have a
few minutes to breathe.

Binalakshmi Nepram: Yes, I've been talking nonstop since eleven o'clock.
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Maggie Lemere: Yeah because you're so, it's funny I was actually really tired, because I
was up very late working, and I was actually in Maryland, so I drove
back to D.C. at 7 a.m., but sometimes when you're listening to a lot you
can be very tired, but [01:58:00] this has been so cool and interesting
that I feel very energized by it.

Binalakshmi Nepram: Thank you. Let's answer your last vague question.

Maggie Lemere: That’s another big question for you.

Binalakshmi Nepram: Yes, this is exactly the problem. Doing peacebuilding work. These
words sound so big. What would peace and security look like to you?
The idea of the future. I think I have answered it all in the past couple of
like one hour I have been sharing. But I understand that this is important
to be responded to in a specific way. But yes, let me answer this way.
For me, peace and security would mean literally a global reduction in the
arms trade and industry. So that, even if you take 10% reduction in the
global arms industry, you could help attain sustainable development goal
which will bring people out of poverty and ensure peace and justice in
their communities, that are enduring and suffering through these decades
of violence that includes Manipur. So, this is very important, because we
have to follow the money. The world currently spends $1.3 trillion or 4
trillion dollars on the military-industrial complex. For every one dollar
tax that any American [02:00:00] pays to the IRS, 0.55 cents goes to the
American military industry. India, still having 500 million poor, though
they may tell you it's now reduced, but it's not. India with its millions of
poor is the world's second-largest importer of weaponry. My future of
peace is to ask nations and those who are dealing in the business of war
and violence, is this fair? Can you feed someone with a piece of a tank?
Can you help anyone out of millions who have died in COVID around
the world? With all the weaponry, could you have saved, could you have
invented a vaccine, could you have saved thousands of lives in our
countries? So for me, I'm acutely aware as someone who's worked in the
peace and disarmament movement for almost two decades of my life,
that the future of peace where nations have divested from war into
investing for peace, that for me is the most critical element. Number one.
Number two. It's so important that women and people of all gender are
made inclusive in all elements of decision making, social, political,
economic. [02:02:00] To be able to have a more equitable society, it is a
must. It's not a utopian idea. We have to work towards it. Getting women
and other people of another gender into decision making. We cannot
leave it to our men. We have left it to men for thousands of years and it
has only given us wars, wars, and more wars. So and thirdly, my future
of peace is indigenous peace. I say this because of the violence
committed on indigenous land, resources, and territories by settler
colonizers around the world, where we have been violated and
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annihilated many of them, but they have shown us, they have shown us
spaces of resilience. Spaces of survival, in spite of all the violence. For
me, the future of peace is indigenous peace where we can learn how to
forgive, forget, and at the same time how to get on seeking our path
towards peace, even after so much violence is peace. So, these are my
three ideas for the future of peace and security.

Maggie Lemere: Those are beautiful. Okay, I’m gonna ask you just a fast, rapid, answer
out of your gut, because I know we need to wrap up. What’s one policy
change around women’s rights, but maybe there’s something else for you
that would make the biggest difference in your life or in the lives of
women or people in Manipur?

Binalakshmi Nepram: Oh, what is one policy change?

Maggie Lemere: Yeah, the one that you would want.

Binalakshmi Nepram: [02:04:00] Absolutely. That's a very good question. We would like a
thousand women in political, social, and economic decision making in
Manipur and Northeast India

Maggie Lemere: Oo, I love it. I wasn't expecting that. You like kind of flipped the
question on me. That was great.

Binalakshmi Nepram: Yes, that's our dream. And that's what is the need of the hour and we're
working towards it.

Maggie Lemere: That's beautiful, too. Okay, here's a couple of other really quick ones.
So, what would gender equality look like for you, in your context, or in
our context? That's just probably building off what you've already said
but.

Binalakshmi Nepram: What does gender equality look like to me? Being from a warzone, men
have to lay down their guns. Lay down their arms first. And then, we
talk. Without war, in peace, in our families, in our communities, and
nations. That for me would mean, truly, the start, actually. I won't
describe it, but the start of gender equality is a world where men and
their weapons don't control the lives of women and other forms of
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minorities and other gender communities. They shouldn't. Right now
they have so much through political power, muscle power, gun power,
all sorts of this illegal means that they are leading a very gender skewed
society. When they [02:06:00] have to take out this carcass to be able to
dream of what gender equality would look like.

Maggie Lemere: I like that because the word tools can be pretty, like, broadly interpreted,
but it is the weapons, but also the systems and the structures and the
cultural norms that are enacted and forced. So that was interesting. So I
swear, there's just two more really fast ones, just maybe get kind of your
quick answers, because you've answered these questions already. But,
why should women, or why is it essential for women to be involved in
peacebuilding?

Binalakshmi Nepram: Hm.

Maggie Lemere: I realize this is silly to ask you for a quick answer on something that you
spend your life working on.

Binalakshmi Nepram: Because women have the power. In fact, women have the absolute,
resolute power through our bodies and our stories, and our history,
because so much violence has been committed over our bodies, our
minds, our lives. That only when women rise and rise together can we
bring peace in our nations and our own world.

Maggie Lemere: Beautiful. And in the last one, which I realize maybe we don't
necessarily have the time to get into, so I think we can [02:08:00] punt
on this. I don't think it's essential, but, I just wanted to ask you, you
know, what resilience or wisdom the women of Manipur are bringing to
this current moment with the pandemic? So struck that this kind of shut
down is something that you've already experienced. Or these kinds of
restrictions, and just any thoughts you had on that.

Binalakshmi Nepram: You mean a connection with COVID?

Maggie Lemere: Yeah, with the pandemic, and I guess this idea of resilience if you think
there's any?
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Binalakshmi Nepram: Right, no no, it's a total lockdown. People not, they have destroyed.
Right now it's a very top-down approach of controlling the virus that
people and women, they’re not allowed to move away from their homes
right now in Manipur, Maggie. Without a curfew pass.

Maggie Lemere: Oh, wow.

Binalakshmi Nepram: So, right now it's a dilemma, around the world of how autocratic nations
are using the pandemic to clamp down further on our rights. So to
answer your question. There's so much of a clampdown right now,
arrests. If you're arrested, if you're not if you’re leaving your house
without a curfew pass, you can be arrested, if you're found without a
mask you have to pay, you know, 2,000, there are fines for not wearing
masks. There are fines for moving out of the house, so it's an extreme
form of clampdown. [02:10:00] Governments have used this pandemic
to crack down on resistance and all of this right now. So, the only way in
which women are connected, we are keeping in touch through our
networks. We continue to support the women survivors in their work.
Our, for example, our, we have a weaving center for women in our office
in Manipur. And with social distancing they’re still continuing to come
to our center and weave. We continue to support women in other
villages, who can't move out. We try to procure passes and ensure that
they have some support that they need. We've evacuated and helped in
evacuation processes too, from here. I mean, we, I've coordinated three
evacuations from here of so many of the migrant population. They had
to suddenly leave in a lockdown. So we have been working through the
pandemic. It's been tough in terms of movement building at the
grassroots, in terms of physical, but in terms of we have used our
phones, we have used our technology to connect, and continue to stay. In
fact, one of the things we are doing is actually during the pandemic, we
are actually sharing a lot of techniques of how to build resistance and
resilience to prepare for the next five to ten years of our work. So, this is
how when we're stuck in our own homes like you are stuck, you know,
the same thing in these border areas, in these indigenous areas, it's much
more serious. So people are stuck. And then there's a clampdown.
There's a curfew, as a result, but true. We are trying to use technology
through phones, if possible we can by Zoom, but I know [02:12:00]
many of our villages don't even have electricity. For that, we try to get
people to go in whenever there's a curfew relaxation with a curfew pass.
So that's how we try to stay together and resilient through this pandemic,
but it has been very tough.

Maggie Lemere: Thank you for sharing that. I don't think I realized how strict it is at this
time, and everything you say makes a lot of sense around how it's being
used as a pretext given the context. So thank you for sharing that. So I
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guess we've been going for two and a half hours and I want to not be too
selfish because I knew you have many important things to do, but is
there anything you want to add now, or maybe talk about in another
interview, or do you feel pretty good about where we are?

Binalakshmi Nepram: Maybe mull over it and we can certainly meet Maggie, we can certainly
meet again. So we'll leave it for now and then we can absolutely, also go
through your notes and see if you have asked all the questions that
needed to be asked. I will also think if I've missed anything to share with
you in our story.

Maggie Lemere: Okay, I -

Binalakshmi Nepram: Absolutely, we can reconnect again.

Maggie Lemere: I will turn off the recording really quickly.

END: 02:13:08
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